
Casio to release the rugged Smart Device ET-L10  
with a large 5.7-inch LCD for optimum readability at a glance

Thin and lightweight model with Android™ 9 and built-in 1D/2D scanner.

Norderstedt, October 29, 2019 — Casio Europe GmbH announced today the release of the  
ET-L10 mobile computer with Android™ 9. The ET-L10 features a large 5.7-inch display that  
enables users to view information needed for work on a single screen.

As a result of advances in operating systems and faster data communication speeds, more 
companies are using smartphones as accessible, low-cost work devices, including companies  
in the retail industry. However, in practice, existing solutions have fallen short of meeting 
needs because they require a separate scanner, and there are concerns about their robustness.

The new ET-L10 is a rugged smart device that combines both the operability and slimness of 
a smartphone with the practicality of a work device. The ET-L10 is equipped with a built-in 
1D/2D scanner and a large 5.7-inch display that is easy to operate and facilitates the viewing 
of needed information. These enhancements make it easier, for example, to check the  
remaining inventory in retail operations or show product information to customers. Handheld 
terminals are also being used in various other industries such as sales force and retail,  
as mobile information devices.

The ET-L10 runs Android™ 9, enabling applications to be customized according to work needs. 
The device is highly portable, with a thin and lightweight body (roughly 15.5 mm thick and 
weighing about 240 grams), while being tough enough for work situations by withstanding a 
drop from 1.5 meters and featuring IP65 dustproof and waterproof* construction.

*  Protected against dust ingress; no harmful effects from water projected against enclosure 
from any direction.



About Casio
Casio is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of consumer electronics. Since it was  
founded in 1957, the company has employed groundbreaking technology and innovative  
design to develop new products, guided by its motto “creativity and contribution”.

Today, Casio’s global product range comprises watches, digital cameras, electronic  
dictionaries, calculators, musical instruments, projectors, cash register systems and mobile 
terminals

For more information please visit www.casio-solutions.com
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